
 
Cognitive, Moral & Psychosocial Development  

 
Part 1: Cognitive Development  
 
Jean Piaget  

 Background: Trained as a biologist (expert on mollusks) worked part-time with kids at Binet Institute 
(developing new IQ test)  

 Interested in kid’s mistakes on reasoning tasks revealed how cognitive abilities develop  

 Over the next decade, he developed tests, watched kids plays and this was how he came up with the 
Theory of Cognitive Development  

 
Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development  
Four Stages:  

1. Sensorimotor Stage (age 0-2 years)  
a. Infants can’t represent objects in thought (can only respond to what they see, hear, touch – 

what they experience with their senses)  
b. They lack an understanding of object permanence (object continue to exist even when they 

can’t be seen)  
c. Eg. If you cover up a toy for an 8-month-old infant, they will stop looking for it because they 

lack object permanence. Playing peek-a-boo will surprise the kid a lot!  
d. By the end of this stage, they develop object permanence  

 
2. Preoperational Stage (age 2-7)  

a. Children begin to use language and language is important in “representational thought”  
b. Understanding of “concepts” is weak (abstract ideas about what a group of objects has in 

common)  
i. Relies on one property to define concepts  

ii. Eg. If “A” has 4 legs and “B” has 4 legs, then A must be B because they have the 
same property. Mommy goes to hospital to have a baby, assumes that when daddy 
goes to the hospital to have a baby as well  

iii. Engages in “animistic” thinking – if an object moves, it must be alive  
iv. Piaget had conversation with 3 year old girl, he asks, is the sun alive? She says yes of 

course, if it wasn’t alive it wouldn’t follow us or shine.  
 

c. Thinking tends to be “egocentric” – perceive world in terms of their own perspective  
i. Ask a kid ‘why is the sky blue’, they respond, ‘because its my favourite colour’  

ii. Assume other people see the world the same way as they do. They leave out 
important background info  

iii. Eg. Kid says ‘what’s THIS!” Assumes that you know what they’re talking about  
 

d. Lack firm grasp of cause-effect relations  
i. Eg. Bike won’t work if you remove the chain, kids don’t understand this  

ii. Also assume that “effect” is the “cause”  
 Eg. Asks, why does the sun go down? Answers with, because I go to sleep  
 Eg. Why did Timmy fall off his bike? Because he broke his arm  

 



e. Don’t understand logical rules, or logical operations  
i. Eg. Conservation - They don’t understand that properties of an object as 

“conserved” even if you change the shape of the object  
 Conservation of liquid  

– Pour one glass of water into a different shaped glass, they don’t 
understand that the amount of water is still the same  

 Conservation of substance  
– shapes clay object into a different shape without adding or removing 

any clay, kids will think the new clay object is bigger  
 Number confusion  

– Don’t understand that if 2+3=5 then 3+2 must also = 5 
 Video of Emily and Keiffer, test on conversation. Keiffer is the smarter one 

 
3. Concrete Operations Stage (age 7-12)  

a. Can perform logical operations on “concrete” events, not on abstract or hypothetical events  
i. Eg. If add1 to an even number, gets an odd number  

ii. However can only think in numbers of concrete number. 2 plus 1 will give you 3, an 
odd number. But when asked for “any” even number, they are unsure  
 

4. Formal Operations Stage (age 12 –adulthood)  
a. Can reason about abstract, hypothetical events (can think in terms of what is and what 

might be). What’s real and what’s hypothetical  
b. Ask a 13 year old if you had a third eye, where would you put it. They will find this question 

very interesting  
c. However, not everyone will reach this stage  
d. Children at different ages will also reason differently about moral rules, rules of right and 

wrong  
 
Part 2: Moral Development  
 
Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development  
Example:  
Jack Coral: Developed killing machines  

 Is it morally right or wrong to assist someone is suicide?  

 The act itself is neither moral nor immoral. The morality of an act depends on the reasoning behind the 
act.  

 Three levels of moral reasoning ( each level has 2 stages)  
 

1. Preconventional Morality (<age 10)  
a. Decision about right/wrong are based on consequences of behavior  

 Stage 1: Punishment Orientation:  
o If behavior  punishment then its wrong  

 Stage 2: Reward Orientation:  
o If behavior  reward then its right  

 
2. Conventional Morality (age 10-??)  

a. Decisions about right/wrong are based on “convention” (what other people say is right/wrong) 
 



 Stage 3: Good Person Orientation:  
o Moral behavior “gains approval” and “avoids disapproval” from others (eg. Family and 

friends)  

 Stage 4: Authority Orientation:  
o Moral behavior is defined in terms of rigid codes of law and order (if it’s against the law, it’s 

wrong, regardless of what friends and family think)  
 

3. Postconventional Morality  
a. Decisions about right/wrong are based on “abstract principles”  

 Stage 5: Social-Contract Orientation  
o Moral behavior is defined in terms of the “pubic good” (it’s right if the majority of people 

think its “best for society”  
o People think it’s alright to change the law  

 Stage 6: The Justice Orientation  
o Moral behavior is defined in terms of higher order laws involving “rights” and “duties” that 

are universal  
o Eg. Life, liberty, pursuit of happiness  
o If you believe that no one under any circumstances should die, people have the right to 

determine whether they should assist is suicide  
o The sanctity of life, the fundamental right of life verses the equally fundamental right to 

choose  
 
Criticism of Kohlberg’s Theory:  

 Giligan: is the “justice orientation” the highest stage of moral development  
o Proposes the “Caring Orientation”  

 A consideration of what will help or hurt other people  
 Imagine that you are a platoon and you are ordered to kill lower level platoons. You 

consider the order to be immoral because it goes against a higher order law that you 
should not shoot innocent people. You refuse to shoot because of this universal law. 
According to Kohlberg, you’ve acted at a higher order level.  

 However, Giligan points out that you’re refusal to shoot isn’t going to back a difference 
if other people in your platoon shoot. It won’t make a difference if you didn’t stop the 
others shoot.  

 The “Caring Orientation” comes into play and says that in order to be moral, you 
should’ve stopped the others from shooting. This is the “highest” stage of moral 
development  

o Is there a gender difference?  
 That men focus on justice?  
 That women focus on caring?  
 No, each of us has two “voices” of morality  

 
Part 3: Psychosocial Development  
Erikson’s Theory  

 A healthy adjustment depends on how we resolve these “crisis”  

 There are 8 crisis and we will all experience them in our lifetime  
 
Stage 1: (age 0-1 years)  

 Crisis: Trust (vs. mistrust)  



o Is the world a safe place? (if yes, trust)  
Stage 2: (age 2-3)  

 Crisis: Autonomy (vs. Shame/doubt)  
o Can I do anything independently of parents? (if yes, autonomy, I’m a big kid now)  

Stage 3: (age 4-6)  

 Kids begin to learn that there are rules associated with certain behavior  

 Crisis: Initiative (vs. guilt)  
o Can I initiate new activities without breaking the rules? (if yes, initiative)  

Stage 4: (age 6-12)  

 Enter school  

 Learn new skills (intellectual, social, physical, that will allow them to fit into the adult world) 

 Crisis: Industry (vs. inferiority)  
o Can I master these skills that allow me to fit into the adult world? (if yes, industry)  

Stage 5: (adolescence; age 12-20)  

 Crisis: Establishing an identity (vs. identity diffusion/role confusion)  
o Who am I? The “Identity Crisis” – Erikson invented this  

 In our society, there are many identities we can adopt, but which one SHOULD we 
adopt?  

o Dealing with the Identity Crisis:  
 Using “Moratorium” – experiment with different identities until you find one that’s right  

o Obstacles to achieve an identity:  
 Identity foreclosure – teenagers will stop the search for identity before they experiment 

with their possibilities (cutting moratorium short) 

 Become what other people say you should become. (Mom says you should be a 
lawyer so you become a lawyer) 

 Identity diffusion/role confusion – don’t develop any clear identity  

 A person goes through life changing many identities. The problem is that it can 
go on for too long and the person will never develop an identity  

 
Stage 6: (early adulthood; age 20-40)  

 Crisis: Intimacy (vs. isolation)  

 Can I unite my new identity with other people; share myself with others; devote myself to others 
(includes careers)? If yes, intimacy  

 
Stage 7: (middle adulthood; age 40-65)  

 Crisis: Generativity – a desire to contribute to the next generation  
o Raising your own children  
o Providing guidance to younger people  

 Vs. Stagnation – becoming preoccupied with own needs, no concern for future generations  
 
Stage 8: (late adulthood; age 65+)  

 Crisis: Integrity (vs. despair)  

 Can I look back on life with a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment? Have I taken on the 
challenges of life and am I happy with the choices I’ve made?  
o IF YES: Ego Integrity  
o VS Despair: I’m about to die and life has cheated me at every turn. I wish I could live it all over 

again. I have nothing but contempt and resentment towards others because their life was 
easier than mine.  



 
 

 
 


